Introduction: In communications using hands-free telephony and teleconferencing systems, there is often a need for some kind of echo cancellation. An acoustic echo canceller is designed to adaptively model the acoustic path through which speech travels. To give more spatial realism, two channels can be used, but new difticulties are experienced in identifying multiple echo paths uniquely [l] . Consider Fig. 1 ; the transmission room on the right has two microphones to pick up the sonrce signal in stereo via the two acoustic paths with impulse responses g,(n) and g2(n). These signals then pass to loudspeakers in the receiving room on the left and are coupled to one of the microphones via paths hl(n) and h2(n); the signal y(n) is then produced. Stereophonic acoustic echo cancellation (SAEC) is then undertaken on this signal y(n), otherwise the same signal would be passed to the transmission room as an echo. The echo canceFer deriveSAan estimate using two fnite impulse response fdters hl(n) and h2(n) to model the two echo paths in the receiving room. The loudspeaker signals xl(n) and x2(n) then form the inputs to these estimated paths, the outputs of which are summed to produce j(n). This is then subtracted from the echo signal, y(n), giving the error signal. Assuming the error is driven to zero, we have the relationship:
where * denotes discrete convolution. It can be Seen that unless q ( n ) and x2(n) are linearly independent, the desired result h@ , -hl(n) = h&) -h2(n) = 0, Vn, cannot be guaranteed. Clearly tlus IS not the case as XI@) and x2(n) come from a common source and are inherently highly correlated. This coupling between the solutions leads to non-uniqueness in the solutions for both echo paths and something must be done to remedy this. The extended least mean square algorithm [I] takes into account the crosscorrelation between the inputs signals, but its performance is limited. Other generalisations of single Channel algorithms, such as normalised-LMS, (NLMS) and recursive least squares (RLS), to the two channel case either perform poorly or have an impractically high computational complexity due to the lengths of impulse responses involved, O(looO), in room environments. A multichannel affme projection algorithm was proposed in [2], but it suffers from considerable sensitivity to noise. Therefore a robust algorithm for enhanced SAEC performance is needed.
Alternating fied-point normalised least mean square two-channel algorithm (AFP-NLMS2): To avoid local minima associated with non-uniqueness, a new search-space is created by freezing one channel of the adaptive echo canceller and updating the other for a number of iterations. The proposed new algorithm is based on this concept, but at each sample we fust use the &-NLMS2 algorithm as a main loop to update both channels and then fur one channel and update the other in a fmed-point (FP) manner. The E-NLMS2 algorithm is a twochannel NLMS algorithm with an adaptation gain p = p'/(& + lI,rlll2) where x = klT, z2qT, [.IT is a vector transpose and I/. 112 is an l2 norm. After the main loop at the next time sample, the FP procedure alternates to the other channel. To try to make the solntiou unique, orthogonal projections in the form of Gram-Schmidt procedures are used within the fixedpoint iterations (FPIs) to remove information that is deemed to he detrimental to the identitication of a distinct echo path for that channel. The frst F' F' I maps one channel onto a subspace that is orthogonal to the other channel at that time, denoted P&)x,(n). This can be viewed as a cross-channel projection as it removes information in the data for one channel that is correlated to that in the other channel. The second FPI uses the previous channel input and removes information that is correlated with the present channel input, P:l(ml XI" ~ 1). The third is similar, but looks forward two iterations, P,, (*.,) xI (n -2). These second and third FPIs are cross-through-channel projections as they remove data that are correlaled to lhe fulurc &ala in that channel. 
For the general kth FPI ret? the updated channel vector for the next main loop = holk + 11.
AFP-NLMS2 rS contractwn mapping (CM):
To guarantee convergence we need to show that an algorithm is a CM. A proof is p r e sented for AFP-NLMSZ drawing larg$y on the framework in [3] . is fned as this channel is frozen, so is assumed to be approximately constant and ignored for this proof. This gives the simplified state-space model:
The contraction mapping (CM) theorem is as follows. If an operator T is defined on a domain D in a normed linear space and if there is a constant 0 < C < 1 such that l/Tx2 -Tx, 11 f qlx2 -XI 11 then T is a contraction operator (CO). Comparing ths form wth the squared l2 norm of eqn. 4 we require
The conditions such that 0 < c(k) < 1 must be found, giving < llsl(k)ll: i.e. the channel 1 input. M FPIs ago. To describe 8 I (k), the input data are arranged into a matrix with columnsTormed by the future inputs to the same channel and the input to the other channel M iterations ago:
(9) Vector VI@), is given by the channel 1 input, M iterations ago, projectdonto a subspace that is orthogonal to the wmspondmg channel 2 input and future channel 1 inputs,i.e. the following linear combmation wl(k) = x,(k -M + I) -_Xl(k)a(k) for a vector -a@), whose elements are the normalised crosscoqelation WEcients between x,(k ~ M + 1) and the columns of _XI (k). The second term encompasses all parallel components that must be removed to create the orthogonal subspace. The condition for CM is now written:
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Assuming orthogonality between the a posteriori errors and the input data, i.e. the weight error vector &(k) is orthogonal to all columns of _XI@), the second inner product in the numerator is zero and the bound on p(k) reduces to Simulatwm: The performance of the AFP-NLMS2 algorithm is compared with that of the multichannel affme projection algorithm (MCAPA) [Z] , and the E-NLMS~ algorithm. Real speech data were used to test the algorithms for the noiseless case and for an S N R of 30dB. Fig. 2 shows the two cases with average weight error vector norm, WE^ = f z,=,,~ (1lbi ~ 6i1122)/11~1122, over both channels. For the noiseless case the performance of the AFF-NLMS2 far exceeeds that of the E-NLMS2 and auuroaches that of the MCAPA of order 3. For the noisy case, the MCAPA becomes unstable due to noise amvljkication in the uroiection Drms, while the new AFP-NLMS2 &ys stable andpr&des &creased performance over &-NLMS2. 
